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I.

READING

Reading Part 1

(max. 20P)
(10)

Read the text and choose the correct word A, B, C or D for each space.
There is an example at the beginning:
(0) A departing
B descending
C disappearing
D diminishing
British Tourist Tries To Swim To Cruise Ship
Susan Brown (65 years old) missed the (0)_departing_ boat and dives into the water
to try to swim to it. She was saved by fishermen just after midnight.
Mrs. Brown had left the cruise ship in the port of Funchal (Madeira) with her
husband. 1)……. of staying on the cruise ship they decided to fly back home. But then
Mrs. Brown lost 2)……. of her husband at the airport. She couldn’t find him 3)……. and
suddenly thought he must have gone back to the ship. So she returned to the port
and threw herself into the water, trying to swim to the ship, which 4)……. already left.
But she quickly 5)……. into trouble, swimming just half a kilometre before nearby
fishermen heard her screams and came to her 6)…….. The fishermen said she was
holding on to her handbag, and was shivering 7)……. the cold. She was taken 8)…….
ambulance to the local hospital, and her condition is not serious.
The cruise ship was 9)……. to dock in Lisbon the following morning, and the ship's
captain was informed of the incident. It turned out that Mr. Brown was 10)……. at the
airport, waiting for his wife. They will now travel back to England by airplane.
1) A
2) A
3) A
4) A
5) A
6) A
7) A
8) A
9) A
10) A

Indeed
contact
somewhere
had
fell
rescue
with
in
keen
yet

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
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Instead
view
anywhere
was
became
safety
for
on
eager
just

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Because
sight
everywhere
would
ran
security
from
by
capable
still
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D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Despite
touch
nowhere
did
felt
salvation
about
from
due
stayed
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Reading Part 2

(10)

Look at the text in each question. What does it say?
Choose the correct explanation A, B, or C.
Question 1

Sorry

A) Something does not function.
B) No waiters in our restaurant.

TEMPORARILY
OUT OF SERVICE

C) Service personnel is having lunch.

Question 2

NOTICE

A) Don’t make a mess here.
B) Don’t park your car here.

KEEP THIS AREA
CLEAR

C) Wipe this window clean.

Question 3

NOTICE
Vehicles and
contents
are left here entirely
at owners risk

A) Parking a car here may be dangerous.
B) You mustn’t leave your bags in the car.
C) You should park on the right side of the
street.

Question 4
NOTICE TO ALL
STUDENTS!
You are hereby requested
to apply for the February
2017 exams before 11th
December 2016

A) You cannot apply before 11th December
2016
B) You must have applied by 11th December
2016
C) You can request your application form here.

Question 5

Employees:
Staff rooms are being
redecorated, please
use cafeteria
meanwhile.

A) You can either use the cafeteria or the staff
rooms
B) Employees like the decoration in the staff
rooms better.
C) The cafeteria is recommended as
alternative.
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II.

GRAMMAR

(max. 60)

1. Write the questions to which the underlined words are an answer (7)
1. Susan looks like her parents.
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
2. The dog is eating an apple.
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
3. They closed the airport because of the bad weather.
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
4. The new store opened yesterday.
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
5. Ted has already seen the film twice.
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
6. Vienna is famous for its Sacher chocolate cake.
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
7. Jessica looks like her sister Vanessa.
…………………………………………………………………………………………..

2. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first. (12)
1. Jane and Josh are both 16 years old.
Jane is …………………………….……………………… Josh
2. The old house has been completely redecorated.
They …………………………….……………………… the old house.
3. Drinking is not allowed in the class room.
You …………………………….……………………… in the class room.
4. I will only buy something if I have enough money.
I …………………………….……………………… if I don’t have enough money.
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5. Our house faces the grocery store across the street.
We live …………………………….……………………… the grocery store.
6. I would like to know the number of trees in the park.
How …………………………….……………………… in the park?

3. Complete the sentences with prepositions (6)
1. Jessica found the bag ............ the way ............ school.
2. They went ............ the theater ............ night.
3. They met ............ the corner ............ Main Street and Oxford Street.

4. Fill in much and many (5)
1. There isn’t ............ milk left.
2. How ............ trees can you see?
3. We still have ............ work to do.
4. They have ............ more money than our neighbour.
5. Why do you take so ............ sugar in your coffee?

5. Fill in the correct form of the verb, present simple of present continuous. (6)
1. Can you see that? The cows (step)…………………………………. over the fence.
2. Please be quiet, we (do)…………………………………. our homework.
3. The climate (get)…………………………………. warmer every year.
4. Anna is a vegetarian, she (not eat)…………………………………. meat.
5. How (bake / you)…………………………………. a cake?
6. Bert (not like)…………………………………. apples.
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6. Fill in the correct form of the verb, past simple of past continuous. (10)
1. We (watch)…………………………. T.V. when suddenly the phone (ring)…………………….
2. Although it (rain)…………………………. we (go)………………………. for a walk.
3. The thieves (break)………………………. into the house and (steal)…………………………. all
the money.
4. They (feel)…………….……… tired from the long walk so they (sit)…………….………down.
5. When the bell (ring)…………………..…. our teacher(explain)……………………………. the
homework.

7. Fill in the correct verb form, simple past or present perfect. (6)
1. He (be)……………….………………. a teacher for ten years.
2. It (start)………………….…………….to snow yesterday and it
(not stop)……………….………………. since then.
3. He (hear/just)………………….……………. the good news about the newborn baby.
4. How many times (go/you)…………….…………………. to London?
5. I (find)…………….…………………. your glasses while cleaning the living room.
8. Write the past tense and past participle of these verbs (8)
sing

…………………………

……………………………

wake

…………………………

……………………………

hold

…………………………

……………………………

fly

…………………………

……………………………

forget

…………………………

……………………………

cut

…………………………

……………………………

think

…………………………

……………………………

choose

…………………………

……………………………
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III. WRITING (max. 20)
Write a story starting with this sentence:
The sun had just come up when Mary left the house.
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